Frosh flood campus
DEBBIE AVNER &
CHRISTY ADAMS

Contributing Editors
On August 23, 740 new freshmen
flooded the University of Puget
Sound campus. Hailing from many
areas of the country and the globe,
the ci ass of 2000 unpacked in its new
home.
This unusually large class, the
largest since 1988, quickly filled the
residence halls to capacity and some
freshmen found themselves settling
into on-campus houses due to the
overflow.
Adhering to tradition at UPS, this
year's incoming freshman class has
brought together a diverse group of
talented students from all walks of
life.
Seventy-four students were recognized by National Merit as Scholars
and Commended students. The class
of 2000 graduated high school with
an average GPAOF 3.56 and an average SAT score of 1210.
The class includes ajunior Olympic gold medalist in karate and an
Olympic hopeful in Slalom
kayaking. One student started his
own windshield repair business, another builds boats, and a third has

performed in front of the US and
Philippine presidents with the Hawaii Youth Opera Chorus.
Many students have already traveled to distant regions of the globe,
including Asia, South America, Australia, Russia, Europe, and
Kazahkastan.

The class of 2000 exploded onto
the UPS scene with the 1996 orientation program, Preludes, Passages,
and Perspectives. The freshmen got
to know each other as they participated in the memorable outdoor adventures of Passages and warmedup their minds for the coming semester in Preludes.
This year the orientation
program's new additions included
Perspectives. The plan was to incorporate a student life/campus life experience to the week long orientation program.
Students were put into groups
with a current upperclassmen student (called a campus leader) and
sent out to discover the campus and
the community surrounding the University.
The Urban Plunge was added to
the Perspectives element of the program and available for all students
to partake in. In previous years the
plunge was only offered to the first
few students who signed up.
Urban plunge activities ranged
from pulling weeds for a local environmental group, to preparing and

see FLOOD page 3

Ad-Hoc Core Committee presents . finding s'
~

TU-NGA NGUYEN

Assistant News Editor
Understanding the need for any
possible change in the University's
core requirements, the Ad-Hoc
Core-Curriculum Committee reviewed and assessed the
curriculum's effectiveness.
Since February 6, members Kris
Bartanen, Bill Breitenbach, Bill
Haltom, John Hanson, Bruce Lind,
and (as student representatives)
Kate Jones, Brandon Mitsuda, and
Martyn Oliver, have examined an
enormous load of documents related
to "philosophy of education, curricular trends, and the means used
at other institutions to deliver a liberal-ats education."
The committee found that the
core as it is currently situated does
two things well.

Students are able to sample
courses from a broad area of disciplines and faculty members take an
active role in the teaching of core
subjects.
The committee also found problems with the current curriculum,
however. They were able to generate several possible solutions.
Problems found include too many
required core Linits, a disagreeable
overlapping of core courses and departmental courses, oversized core
classes, a thinly disguised distribution system, compromised requirements by transfer credits and Advance Placement exams, and an
undelivered sequential coherence.
Upon evaluation, the core committee designed a model for a new
core, the "hybrid" model, consisting
of a sequenced set of three seminars
and a distribution system.

.

As proposed, the three seminars
taken will be "Reading and Explication" the first year, "Criticism and
Construction" the second, and
"Modern Dilemmas" the third.

"The hybrid model . . not
.

only has the poteiltial to
overcome some of the
weaknesses ideiltilied in
the durreilt core
curriculum but also oilers
some important additional
benefits."
Core Committee

Along with the seminars, students
will be required to take one course
in each of the areas of Arts, Humanities, Mathematics, Natural Science,
and Social Science. At least three of
the five courses must be non-introductory levels and taken at the University.
The new model would eliminate
the Communication, International
Studies, Science in Context, Comparative Values, Historical Perspective, and Society disciplinary areas.
• Supporters of the new core advocate its potential to overcome some
of the weaknesses found in the current core.
According to the Core
Committee's proposal, "the hybrid
model . . not only has the potential
to overcome some of the weaknesses
identified in the current core curriculum but also offers some important
.

additional benefits."
Other benefits include the
faculty's opportunity to participate,
the core's successful vertical distribution among year levels, the integration of "true" core courses
(those distinct of UPS) and "distributional" courses (those taken anywhere). The faculty also has freedom
to teach the core courses as they
deem necessary, and the maintaining of core programs distinctive to
the University.
As of yet, no changes have been
made to the current core system. The
faculty must review the committee's
proposals and decide on the best core
solution.
The review must also consider a
few other core models proposed by
the Core Committee and other members of the University community
before they make their decision.
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Summer maintenance
targets Seward all
SHALEN FAIRBANKS

Week of September 2
A student reported her bicycle stolen from the Harrington-Schiff
Breezeway. The bicycle had been secured with a padlock and
chain,

Week of September 9
Four bicycles were reported stolen from campus. Two of the
stolen bicycles were secured with a chain and padlock and the
remaining with "U-bolt" type locks. Also during this week, a
vehicle parked near Phibbs Hall was broken into and the stereo
and CD player were taken.
*pl ease take measures to safe guard your property. Do not
leave belongings unattended, even for short periods. Avoid
leaving valuables in your vehicle. Bicycles should be secured
with high quality "U-bolt" locks through the frame.
Security is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week to assist
you. Please report all suspicious activity immediately by dialing
x3311.

News Editor
From renovations to new lighting,
Summer '96 was filled with many
campus maintenance projects.
"The campus adds to the educational experience of students," said
Financial Vice President Mike
Rothman. "Maintenance requires a
lot of work in the background."
The most visible project was the
renovation of Seward. The renovaLion was part of the annual renovation project which remodels one
dorm a summer.
The "new" Seward was designed
by University staff in Residential
Programs and Facilities Services.
"They listen to what works well and

SPANK hits campus hard

doesn't work well and go from
there," said Rothman.
The staff designed the hail with
mostly double occupancy rooms and
computer stations to replace small
study carrels and quads.
"I wish it looked like that when I
lived there," said former resident
Valerie Krob.
Along with Seward, some renovation of on-campus houses also
occurred. Bathrooms and hallways
in certain Greek facilities were
painted and many houses received a
new outside coat of paint.
The lighting in Collins Library
and Marshall Hall was also replaced.
"The lighting is better, brighter and
more energy efficient," said Bus Iness Services Director John Hickey.

The University was able to take
part in an Energy Conservation
Project sponsored by the City of
Tacoma which helped with the lighting. It is hoped that the project will
help the university save money on
its utility usage.
Some smaller and less visible
projects include the replacement of
underground water pipes in Karlen
Quad, roof repairs to the library and
smaller buildings, replacement of
two sets of bay windows in Jones
Hall, and the replacement of irrigaLion on the soccer fields. Most of
these repairs were done in-house.
Wallace Pool was also closed for
a short time in order to refinish and
resurface the pool and to paint the
interior of the building.
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CHARLOrrE ELISS

StoffWritcr
ERIN BAILEY AND
ERIC COLBECK,
members of the
campus band 19
Reasons, performed
in Marshall Hall on
Friday, Sept. 13 for
the 4th annual
SPANK concert.
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Because UPS has a deferred rush

OPEN EVERYDAY
FREE PARKING!
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& campus events
September 19 - 26
The Thompson Hall Lecture Se-

What did
you like
most
about
Orientation?

ries begins Thursday, Sept. 19 with
four student talks. Ken Brown, Duc Vo,
Nicolas Michal and Steven Swanson
will speak on a variety of topics.
On Sept. 26 Von Waldeno from the
University of Washington will speak
on "Climate Studies at the South Pole."
The seminars will take place from
4:00 to 5:00 in Thompson 124.
Greencorp general interest meeting will take place on Tuesday, Sept.
24 at 6:30 p.m. in Jones 204. All are
welcome to attend.

The 7th annual Community Service Fair is on Wednesday, Sept. 25,

A Service and Careers workshop will
begin at 2:00 p.m. and will be followed by a workshop on Service and
the Arts and Service and Corporate
Citizenship. A Community Service
and Finding a True Vocation workshop will take place at 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Mel White will speak on the
"Stranger at the Gate: To Be Gay and
Christian in America," Thursday,
Sept. 26 at 8:00 p.m., in Kilworth
Chapel. Admission is $4 general and
free with UPS ID.

Facilities Services removes elm
SIERRA SPITZER

Staff Writer
The Dutch Elm tree located near
Jones Circle was removed on Tuesday,
Sept. 17 due to its recent diagnosis with
Dutch Elm Disease.
Dutch Elm Disease is a fungal infection, to which American Elms are particularly susceptible. Currently there
is no known cure for the disease.
The disease is also extremely contagious. In order to protect other elms in

the immediate area it was necessary
to remove the diseased elm as soon
as possible.
With the aid of a consulting
arbolist, precautions are being taken
to save the remaining elm trees on
the campus.
A Slippery Elm will be planted in
the Karlan Quadrangle to replace the
dead tree.
"It is customary to plant another
tree after one is removed, said
Grounds Maintenance Supervisor

James Vance.
Plant notified the campus via email about the impending tree removal. A black ribbon was also
placed around the trees trunk on Friday, Sept. 13 with a sign telling the
campus community about what was
going to happen to it.
"I thought it was good that they
notified the campus in advance instead of merely cutting the tree
down," said Earth Activist leader
April Bloomfield.

At least there's one book
you won't be spending a fortune on
this semester.
When you open a Student Checking Account from U.S. Bank, you get
free checking for six months, fifty free checks, a free ATM/debit card,
and a free 30-day trial of ON-Line Banking. Think your triple-digit
physics textbook can top that?
To open a U.S. Bank Student Checking Account, call
1-800-US BANKS, or visit your nearest branch.
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Without you, there's no us.

nominations open
Nominations for senator positions
will close on Friday, Sept. 20. Positions are available for Freshman
Class Senator, Greek Senator, University-Owned Housing Senator,
Residence Hall Senator, and Senators-at-Large.
For more information stop by the
ASUPS office in Wheelock 210 or
call x3600.

Former PacRim student
dies in crash
Former student and Pac Rim participant, Rebecca Smith Ozias died
on Saturday, Sept. 14 form injuries
suffered in a car accident on Aug.
31. Ozias had been returning from
the airport after seeing off the members of the 1996 Pac -Rim Program.
A memorial service for Ozias was
held on Wednesday, Sept. 18 in
Kilworth Memorial Chapel. Anyone
wishing to send cards can address
them to Mark Ozias and her family
at 2609 North Union, Tacoma,
98407.

Tacoma to
walk for AIDS
The Pierce County AIDS Walk
will take place on Saturday, Sept.21
at Kandle Park in Tacoma.
Registration for the event will begin at 8:30 a.m. with the walk beginning at 10:30 am. Prizes, refreshments, entertainment and foot
massages from the Seattle Massage
School will be available following

the walk.
Walkers who raise money will receive prizes ranging from a red ribbon pin for $100 or a pin, t-shirt and
sweatshirt for $500. Walkers are
also asked to bring two cans of nonperishable food items for the Emergency Food Network.
Funds from the walk will go towards providing food, shelter and
the basic necessities to those affected
by AIDS. In Washington State 6,972
cases of AIDS have been diagnosed
as of March 1996.

Theme Year
Kicks Off
The University kick off dessert for
its fourth annual theme year, the
"Year of Gender, Sexuality and Identity" will take place on Thursday,
Sept. 26 at 6:30 p.m. in the Wheelock Lounge.
The opening night will feature the
women's issues musical group,
Stella and other special guests.
The evening will also feature the
unveiling of the them year poster and
the event calendar.

Stefanowicz
SHALEN FAIRBANKS

News Editor
On Saturday, Sept. 7, Secretary
to the PresidentElaine Stefanowicz
was crowned Ms. Wheelchair
America at the National Pageant in
Warm Springs, Georgia.
The pageant, which has been held
since 1972, judges contestants based
on their self perception and projection, accomplishments, and communication skills.
Stefanowicz who has been using
a wheelchair for 14 years following
a car accident has been active in the
community. She is cofounder of a

national

spinal cord injury action group and
a peer counselor for spinal cord injury patients at Good Sam Rehabilitation Center in Puyallup.
As Ms. Wheelchair America,
Stefanowicz will be traveling the
country and will try to attend all of
the state pageants. She is hoping to
get more people involved in the pageants nationwide.
She will also be attending a job
fair for people with spinal cord injuries in Detroit on Oct. 1 and is
scheduled to visit the White House
on Nov. 8.
At the White house Stefanowicz
will meet with the president and ac-

tor Christopher Reeve. She will participate in the opening of a new Spinal Cord Injury wing at a VA hospital.
A benefit dance was held in the
Fieldhouse last May to help raise
money for the pageant's entrance
fee. "There was a lot of line dancers," said Stefanowicz. According
to Stefanowicz, about $1500 was
raised, which more than covered the
$1300 pageant entrance fee.
Stefanowicz's last day at UPS will
be on Sept. 26, She will then have
more time to travel and concentrate
on her duties as Ms. Wheelchair
America.

Help for the
Clueless
A joint project between ASUPS
and UPS, Q-mail has been designed
to forward any questions students
may have to the person most qualified to answer them. According to
ASUPS President Brett Kiehl, the
idea was conceived as the result of
an overwhelming response to President Susan Resneck Pierce's e-mail
program last year. Q-mail is run by
Kiehl and Director of Communications Mike Feinstein.
Any student can send their questions toqmail@ups.edu . Q-mail can
also be accessed through
www.diver.ups.edu . For those of
you who need help accessing the
program, contact Kiehl 756-3273.
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Serntf & Studern
Uiscounts
Vietnamese" Restaurant

"NOUVELLE CUISINE"
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756-5092 • 2514 North Proctor
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"An elegant view home in scenic north Tacoma"

OMMENCEMENT BAY
BED & BREAKFAST
featured in "MV Best Places"
Just 5 minutes from campus
Special UPS rates Sept - April
3312 N. Union Avenue

Phone: (206) 752-8175
http://cimarron.netiusalwalcb.html

Greatviews@aol.com

for the store nearest you

FILMS
20-22Sept-Campus Films
presents Fargo. Show ffmes are
7:00 and 9:30 p.m. om 20 & 21
Sept and 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. on 22
Sept. Only $1 for UPS students.
Shows in MC 003.

19-29 Sept - The Kittredge Gallery
exhibits "Pictures by Legends:
Photos from the Seafirst Corporation Art Collection". The gallery is
open Mon - Fri, 10:00 am. - 4.00
p.m., and Sun, 1:00 - 4:00 p.m..
Admission is free. For more info call
x3555.

20Sept-The Jacobsen Series
presents Duane Hulbert, pianist.
The recital begins at 7:30 p.m. in
the concert ball. The Series offers
one free ticket to students with
current UPD D's. Pick up your
complimentary ticket at the info
center or at the door prior to the
concert. For more info call x3555.
21 Sept - Guest organist David
Yearsley will play a recital at 3:00
p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Students
with current UPS ID's may receive
one free ticket from the info center
or at the door prior to the concert.
For more info call x3555.
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at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. For
more info call x3555.

at 591-5894.

TUETER
EYENTS
26Sept-The Opening Gala

Dessert to commence our Theme
Year begins at 630p.m. in the WSC
lounge.

MO S HE
27 Sept- Ida Kavafian, violinist,

26Sent-ASUPS Lecture Series

performs with the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra. The concert
begins at 8:00 p.m. with a pre-

24-28 Sept- The TacomaActors

Guild previews The Glass
MenagerieS how times are at 7:00
p.m. on 24 and 26 Sept, 8:00 p.m.
on 25 and 27 Sept, and 2:00 p.m.
on 28 Sept. Tickets are $25 for all
shows. Half-priced tickets are
available to students and seniors
from 12 noon on day of show. You
must pick up half-priced tickets in
person from the box office. Children
are half-price with purchase of an
adult ticket. For ticket reservations
and more info call 272-2145.

The C lassifieds: Trail advertising gets results

2 bdrm located with full size washer/dryer,
fireplace, dishwasher, patio/balcony, with r
storage and 1 1/2 bath available.
Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 12th Street
756-2080 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts!!

20-26Sept-The Rioalto Film
Guild presents ls/iotAndy Wathol

Shows begin at 7:00 & 9:15 p.m. on
20 Sept, 4:45, 7:00 & 9:15 p.m. on
21 Sept, 4:45 & 7:00 p.m. on 22
Sept, and 7:00 p.m. on 23 - 26
Sept. Tickets are $5. For more info
call the Broadway Ticket Office at
591-5894.

19 Sept- 12 Oct - Commencement
Art Gallery presents Kay
Kirkpatrick's sculpted natural
objects with textured paintings.
The Gallery is open Tuesdays Saturdays from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Admission is free.

Students Needed!

Earn up to $2,000±/month working for Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World Travel. Seasonal and
Full-Time employment available. No experience
necessaly. For more information call:
Cruise Emploument Services (206) 971-3550 ext. C60893

Attention All Students!
Over $6 Billion in FREE Financial Aid is now available for
students nationwide from private sector grants &
scholarships! All students are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. For more information, call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60893
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic
conversational English abroad.. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many employers provide room & board ± other
benefits. No teaching background or Asian languages
required! For more information call:
(2061 971.3570

Deluxe, Luxurious 1 & 2 bdrm. in all adult
bldg. Controlled access entrance with
intercom, elevator, social room & covered
parking available. Heritage House Apts.
25 North Broadway - 383-1505 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum.

Deluxe 1 & 2 bdrm with washer/dryer, fireplace, 1 bdrm kitchen pantry & gas cooking.
facilities & off street parking available.
utility room & patio/balcony. 1 bdrm - $460
Lane's Landing
$345.00 -- Park Manor Apartments.
2 bdrm - $545
1216 North 6th Street 272-9981 or 472-RENT
5823 North 33rd 759-6827 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum.

11 Mention this ad for Student Discounts!

ext.

J60893
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Chekhov's "Sea Gull" leads off theatre season
ROBIN BUCKMILLER

A&E Copy Editor
The UPS Theatre Arts Department
kicks off the 1996-1997 season with
a production of Anton Chekhov's
"Sea Gull." Translated by JeanClause Van hallie and directed by
Geoff Proehi, the play heads an impressive line-up of productions on
tap for the theater department in the
coming year.
"I'm excited to be working with
Chekhov," says Proehl, an assistant
professor in the theatre department
who directed last season's "Dandelion Wine." "This is the first time
I've worked with Chekhov. As a
matter of fact, this is the first time
he's been done here in a few years."
Chekhov is a fascinating literary

figure. The Russian author was
born in 1860 in Taganrog, Russia
to a near-bankrupt grocer and his
wife. His impoverished childhood
was followed by years of study as
a medical student and as a struggling writer. Chekhov finally
found success with his first play,
"Ivanov," in 1887. "Sea Gull,"
one of his most noted works, followed nine years later.
Proehl's production of "Sea
Gull" will run in the Inside Theatre on November 1-2 and 7-9 at
7:30p.m. all nights, with matinees
on November 2 and 9 at 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are $8 general admission,
$6 students and senior citizens,
and $547 matinee.
"Sea Gull" will be followed this
season by the Student Directed

Pearl Jam score yet
again with "No Code"
CRAIG COOPER

Staff Writer
I was ready to hear loudness...
noise.., and all the stuff that makes
Pearl Jam a rock 'n' roll band. But,
surprised, what I really heard was a
mellow guitar intro followed by
Eddie Vedder singing a melodic tune
about his role in God's world. "What
the hell?!" you gasp.
Welcome to No Code, Pearl Jam's
latest album.
The lyrics come handily packaged
on 3" by 3" trading cards, which also
have sample pictures from the album
cover a Ia Polaroid photographs.
I'm not sure what to make of the fact
that I got only 9 cards when there
are 13 songs on the CD. I guess
we're all supposed to be so en-
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thralled by the idea of trading these
little bits, of Pearl Jam candy that
we'll not care if we get shorted a few
sets of lyrics in the process. Oh well,
the sound of the album more than
makes up for the confusing packaging set-up...
The soft and mellow "Sometimes"
was followed by a more typical tune
called "Hail, Hail." In it, Vedder expounds (in his uniquely masked
fashion) on the complexities of relationships with lines like, "Are we
bound our of obligation?... Is that all
we've got?" He also plays with word
meaning and societal preconceptions
when he asks, "Are you woman
enough to be my man?" Deep.
Anyway, I have neither the time
nor the desire to go through each and
every song trying to explain the lyrics, so I'll get right to the point. The
album is good. It's diffe.
frin
Pari Jam's old stuff, yet more similar to Ten and Vs. than to Vitology.

Yeah sure, Vitology had some
good vocal work (i.e.,
"Nothingman"), but there was all
that messed up stuff like "Bugs"
and just too much accordion work
for my taste. With No Code, you
get the soft vocals and the hard
driving "grunge" without any accordion. And you can actually understand most of the lyrics without having to look at the cheatsheet trading cards; it's the only
Pearl Jam album which I have
been able to, as well as wanted
to, sing along with when listening to it for the first time.
A very, very quick rundown of
the songs is as follows (with beat
followed by vocal style): 1) slow,
melodic yet kind of rough; 2) fast,
almost "grunge" but lacking in
raspiness of voice; 3) medium
pace, yet vocals remain melodic;
4) fast beat but slow singing; 5)
slow but groovy beat, depressing
lyrical inflections; 6) slow, sort of
sad and soft; 7) fast, grinding vocals; 8) slow and loud, with mild
vocals evolving into a fast beat
and harsh solos; 9) fast, head-

One Acts in December, "The
Handmaid's Tale" in March, and the
Senior Theatre Festival in April.
The Student Directed One Acts
are short plays directed by students
in the Theater department's directing course. "The students choose
works to direct, within the parameters set up by faculty," says Proehl.
"They have a wide range. It is theatre majors and minors, and the one
act is their class project."
Proehi is particularly excited

about the March production of "The
Handmaid's Tale," from a new adaptation of Margaret Atwood's novel
by faculty director John Rindo.
Proehl said, "It is exciting to have
the premiere of a new adaptation
here, and it will feature a large cast."
The Senior Theatre Festival in
April is a series of plays chosen and
directed by graduating theatre arts
majors. The second semester's Student Directed One Acts will conclude the season in May.

After eight

months Of
Cafeteria food,
af"-nighters,

About 25 to 35 students are
needed to act in December's One
Acts, and Proehi estimates that about
150 students will have the chance to
become involved with this season's
productions over the course of the
year.
Students interested in auditioning
for this year's plays should watch
bulletin boards around campus for
posters announcing auditions, and
stop by the theatre department in
Jones 101 for more information.
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AFIRST'S
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EPSTAKES

Think Spring Break. Seañrst is. In
ct, they want to send you and
three friends on a Spring Break
getaway with Alaska Airlines.
Or give you other cool prizes like
a Specializedmountain bike, a

Penth.ith"computer, even $1000
towards your tuition.

cram: ped
and that

Open any Seafirst personal checking
account and you'll be automatically
entered to win. You'll get your first
order of checks free, too. Also
available: VersatelwChecking
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(free of monthly service charges),
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student loans, credit cards, and more
Sign up today at any local branch or

U
banging "grunge"; 10) sl000w,
vocal focus with some acoustical
guitar and piano, then speeds up
to the end;ll) rockin', rockin';
slower still, spiritual and
meditative, almost hypnotic; and
slow and soft, Vedder's polite way of saying "buh-bye."
My overall rating is a "damn
good" on the continuum spanning
from "real shitty" to "amazingly
impressive and mind blowing."

call 1 - 800 -24 - FIRST. (1TY/TDD
usersdial 1-800-232-6299.)

SEAF1RSTBANM
E-qxi'cI muellence

Allenmore Branch . 3408 S. 23rd . 3053000
Westgate Branch .2101 N. Pearl St. 305-3125
No pu/chase necessary Sweepstakes begins August tO, 1996 and ends October 24, 1996 See offibiol rn/es (available at any
parhcsatirin hainchi un details Void where prohibited. 'Student loans and credit cards subject Is credit approval. Mnniher EPIC

Beautiful "City of Lost Children" Willis Rides Again
enchants, intimidates audience
TED SPAS

Music Reviewer

ARLO PELEGRIN
Staff Writer
The movie opens with a close-up
of a child's toy silhouetted by falling snow. A Christmas tree looms
comfortingly in a corner, a child
wriggles up in his crib and looks at
the fireplace.
Sure enough, two booted feet
plunk down, and a fat man in a red
suit steps out, dusting his arms. He
winks at the child and reaches into
his capacious bag for a small treasure. The child stares in wonder; the
fat man smiles.
Then another pair of booted feet
appears, and an identical man steps
in. The child is confused, and, as
more and more Santas appear, ternfled. They mill around in time with
the soft, holiday-like music as the
child, screaming in fear, searches for
an escape route.
The camera cuts to another view
of the same child, screaming. He has
just woken up from his nightmare.
He is wired into some kind of machine. Joining him in the scream is
a hairless, gaunt figure. We learn that
this man, Dr. Krank, is unable to
dream, and as a
result, is ageing
prematurely. In
an effort to curb
this effect, he is
trying to borrow dreams
from children,
but his grimac-

ing visage is more than enough to
give them all nightmares.
Such is the premise of "City of
Lost Children." Written and directed
by Marc Caro and Jean-Pierre
Jeunet, the French madmen who
lensed "Delicatessen," this is a wild
ride of visual delights and strange
characters. American actor Ron
Perlman heads the bizarre cast as
One, a sailor-turned-circus -

strongman whose little brother is
kidnapped by the rainslicker-clad
Cyclops, a cult who pokes out their
own eyes and then gives the stolen
children to Dr. Krank in exchange
for brass eyepieces with infrared
lenses.
Oh, but wait. It gets weirder. Dr.
Krank lives on an abandoned oil-rig

in the harbor, surrounded by floating mines, former home of an inventor/geneticist who created Krank
years ago. The inventor also created
a wife for himself, but a wicked genetic fairy cast a spell on her and
made her "knee-high to a grasshopper." Also joining Krank are six
clones of the inventor, well-meaning but idiotic, all played by the
master actor
Dominique Pinon.
If your enjoyment of a
movie is contingent upon a
strong, contiguous plot, then
this may be one to avoid. "City of
Lost Children" appears to suffer
from "Highlander III" syndrome.,
namely the directors writing scenes
into the movie to include every special effect at their disposal. With that
as your caveat, this movie is superb
in all other ways. The acting and dialog are creative and daring, especially Pinon and newcomer Judith
Vittet. The set design is out of this
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single shot a beautifully-crafted
work of art. Computer-aided visual

effects gave this film the highest
budget yet for a French movie, and
it is immediately apparent that the
money was well-spent. When Dominique Pinon appears seven times
over in a single shot, or when we see
the world from the viewpoint of a
jumping flea, the distinction of
Jeunet and Caro is obvious. The skill
with which lighting, angles, and
motion are combined makes "City
of Lost Children" the most intensely
visual movie of 1996.
"City of Lost Children" is in
French with English subtitles. It is
playing Friday midnights at the Varsity Theatre in Seattle.

* * * * *

Welcome back, kids. Back to
school, are we? You're probably all
starting to feel the stress, night? Not
enough hours in the day for you to
complete all your assigned tasks,
are there? What you need is some
soothing music—a powerful Rock
'n' Roll Mantra to fill you full of
the power you need to survive.
Ladies and gentlemen, I give you
Wesley Willis.
The Wesley Willis musical experience is about as unique as they
come. All of Wesley's songs are
based around the demonstration
pattern that came preprogrammed
into his synthesizer. Wesley then
describes an occurence (a rock band
playing a concert, a ride on the city
bus) or opinion (Sadaam Hussein
is a bad man, Rock 'n' Roll is a
....
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"kicking out the jam session"
("Lonely Kings" and "Alice in
Chains"). The last half of the album is reserved for Wesley giving
props to his friends at American.

Kids, I'll be honest with you.
Not everyone is going to like this
record. Some people will find it
unlistenable. Some will only laugh
at it, treating Wesley like some sort
of indie-rock freakshow. SOME of
you, however, will be intrigued by

lows stream-of-consciousness-type
lyrics about it over the aforementioned synth pattern. Then he shouts
out the song's title for the chorus,
inserts a lengthy instrumental
break, and finishes the song with
his trademark "Rock over London,

can cast aside your, traditional ideas
of how a rock record is supposed
to sound, Wesley Willis can keep
you on a perpetual joyride. You will
laugh. You will rock out. You will
whup that camel's ass. You will, in

Rock on Chicago" line.
Wesley Willis' new album Feel
the Power is his second release on
American records, and it's pretty
much exactly like every album he's
ever released (there's fifteen of

short, Feel the Power.

The Grade: A as in everything
else Willis has ever done, ever. No
one really needs more than one of
his albums, but at the same time
they are all completely essential.
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"Hell Me On The Bus"). There's
descriptions of Rock 'n' Roll bands

Wesley's worldview. Some of you
will allow the repetitive choruses
to sink deep into your mind. If you

source of spiritual power) and bel-
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world, unquestionably the best I
have ever seen, a bizarre mix of ultra-modern gadgetry and grim, tarnished brass, a combination of Rube
Goldberg and H.R. Giger.
The cinematography is also of
surpassing quality: Darius Khondji,
who did similar work in "Delicatessen" and "Seven," makes every

those, and one with his band The
Wesley Willis Fiasco. The Fiasco
album is punk-metal; the rest fit the
usual Willis formula.) There's bad
times for Wesley on the city bus
("Fit Throwing Hell Ride" and
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If needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE).
3. TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus.
4. When you check in for your flight, show your

I. D.
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MasterCard® card you used to purchase your flight,
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for minimum tare
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Just as the new term saw eager students scale the newly constructed climbing wall, Logger sports teams get ready to face the
new fall season. Men's soccer avalanched over the Lutes in overtime for a conference win, while women's soccer has gotten
a foothold on their ascent with an early-season 3-0 record. Volleyball has maintained its place in the high—country with a 7-2
start, and football looks to climb the steady grade of improvement to a winning season. Meanwhile, the cross country team
has treaded over hills and valleys alike, en-route to giving support to Habitat for Humanity.

Loggers show strength despite injuries
• Loggers gut out early-season victories, refuse to
live in shadows of last year's team
MARK OTTEM

Staff Writer
As UPS volleyball heads into the
conference play of a new season, the
team has undertaken a very different look from the one that finished
second in last year's NAIA Championship tournament.
Former All-American Andrea
Egans will no longer be dominating
on the court, but rather assisting
from the sidelines along with new
head coach Mark Massey. The Loggers will count on strong play from
returners Lori Inman, Stephanie
Anderson and Vicki Crooks, while
looking for many other players to
step up and fill the void left by
graduation.
Entering the weekend with an
overall record of 6-1, 2-0 in conference, the Loggers looked to extend
their quick start and continue a tradition of home-court dominance. On
Friday, the Loggers played host to
Pacific, a team they had beaten the
previous week. Injuries prior to the
game and an injury to Sheleah Jones
during the contest forced Coach
Massey to change the line-up around
once again. After bringing in fresh-

man Feather Robles, the team rallied. Despite the injury obstacles
and a tough Pacific defense, Puget
Sound managed to win in four
games, dropping only the second
game.
On Saturday, the Loggers faced
the second-ranked team in the NCIC
in George Fox. The Bruins started
out fast, winning the first two games,
but the Loggers stormed back, winning games three and four, forcing a
fifth and deciding game. In the final game, the Bruins were too much
for the Loggers, winning 15-10 and
emerging victorious in the closely
contested match.
Despite the loss, Coach Massey
was pleased with his team's comeback that had given them an opportunity to win. Players on the team
also expressed their optimism towards the coming season.
"We're managing to stay strong
despite injuries," said outside hitter
Anne Shulte. "We're backed by a
lot of talent."
The team now looks to focus its
attention towards the rest of the season and getting healthy. According
to Coach Massey, some big upcoming challenges will be the rematch

with George Fox and two matches
against Willamette, who currently
holds the top rank in the conference.
The Loggers will also enter the
Western Oregon State College Tournament in early October and compete against some of the top-ranked
teams in the countiy at the NCAA
Division III level.
"We have a lot of players that are
very versatile," said captain Vicky
Crooks. All of the players seem confident that they can compete with
anyone, and they aren't content to
live in the shadows of last year's
team."
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Animo under fire
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• Tough road battles for
women's soccer end in victories
JENNIFER HArFON

Assistant Sports Editor
"Animo," meaning courage in
Spanish, is the word of inspiration
for this year's women's soccer team.
With three season games under
their Umbros the team is off to a running start. Their wins on the road
have kept their spirits high in comparison with last season's record of
no road wins. The women have
started their season with three
unscored wins all of which were on
the road. They just completed a road
trip to Idaho where they played
Albertson's College and Concordia.
The outcome was 6-0 and 2-0,
bringing the team to a 3-0 record.
Junior goal keeper, Gayle Baker,

says there has already been much
improvement in scoring this season.
We are really working well together
and have some good leaders on the
team." Only two seniors were lost
after last season so the team has kept
its strength with this year's upperclassmen.
When asked about big games
coming up Baker said, "The game
against Willamette will definitely be
a big game for us."
The next home game for the team
is against Willamette on September
28. Until then, the team will be on
the road with two NCIC Conference
matches against Pacific University
and George Fox University, as well
as another away game with Evergreen State College.

.
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Loggers bring experience to Gridiron in '96
Hoping to continue a trend of improvement, the Loggers return several key players
KARIN KIM

Staff Writer
There will be a couple of changes
this season in the 1996 Logger football team as they travel down to
Ashland, Oregon to play Southern
Oregon State College this weekend.
The Loggers will be playing in a
new league, the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges, which
includes Pacific Lutheran,
Will amette, Linfield, Lewis & Clark,
and Whitworth all vying for the first-

ever NCIC football title.
With a record of 2-7 during the
1995 season, the Loggers look to
improve on that record with the help
of their talented new quarterback,
Ian Crosslands. A wide receiver last
year, Crosslands will make the transition to quarterback this year to lead
a young Logger team onto the field
this season.
The Loggers lost ten seniors due
to graduation, including Chris
Schlecht who broke the UPS all-time
career total offensive record of 4,388

yards with a total of 5,148 yards last
year. Schlecht also surpassed Ivy
Iverson's (1977-79) career passing
yardage record of 4,620 with a new
record of 4,554 yards.
This year the Loggers will return
16 players on the offense of which
six are returning starters. Twenty
three players will return on the defense, including eight starters. Daryl
Wright, a 1995 first-team NAIAA11American at running back, will be a
key player in the Logger's game plan
this season.

Wright was named the league's
offensive player of the year and also
broke the single-season rushing
record last season. Also returning to
the lineup this season will be Pat
Abrahamson, a first-team all-league
offensive lineman. Returning to the
defense will be Patrick Ross, Rob
Cleland, Brent 1-Iixson, and punter
Steve Turella.
The team brought in a strong recruitii.g class this season, but for the
first time in two years will not start
any freshmen on opening day due

to the depth of the team. Over the
last two years that Coach Gordon
Elliot has been in charge, the Loggers compiled a record cf 6-12 and
have shown gradual, steady improvement. This year they hope that
their record will be a reflection of
how far this Logger team has come
in the few short years.
The Loggers will start the season
with two games on the road, but will
return home to take on the Clansmen
of Simon Fraser University on Saturday, October5.

Cross country pledges support of Habitat Race
LAURA FOLKWEJN

Staff Writer
The University of Puget Sound
Habitat for Humanity chapter
teamed up with the UPS Cross
Country team at the 11th annual

I

Pierce County Habitat for Humanity Run/Walk for a doubly successful season opener.UPS students
gathered with members of the
Tacoma community last Saturday,
Sept. to walk, run and raise money
for Pierce County Habitat's 24th
house-building project.
About 190 participants were
present at the event and 90% of the
runners in the 18-24 age bracket
were members of the UPS cross
country team. This year's Habitat
Run/Walk participants have brought
in over six thousand dollars so far,
and pledges are still being collected.
UPS Habitat member Jenn
DeLury said after the event, "Habitat homes are a great cause, the walk
is always beautiful and I won two
raffle prizes this year!"
The UPS Habitat for Humanity
Chapter used the Run/Walk to kick
off a month of activity that will include Habitat Week from Sept. 2228. Plans for the week are still in
progress. In the past, Habitat has
buUt a shanty town in front of the

Wheelock Student Center, set up
educational tables and held bake
sales during their annual Habitat
Week. They also help build habitat
house in Tacoma and sponsor a
work weekend over spring break.
For more information about UPS
Habitat for Humanity, contact the
UPS Ministry Center at 756-3374.
Internationally, Habitat for Humanity works to end low-income
housing by building quality houses
at low cost. The organization requires that home-owners-to-be participate in the planning and construction of homes. They also rely on the
help of volunteer laborers. The UPS
chapter of Habitat works in conjunction with the larger Pierce County
group by raising money, educating
the community and participating in
Work Days, which include house
construction and clean-up tasks.
Joe Peyton, Director of Track and
Field and Cross Country at UPS has
been a member of Pierce County
Habitat for eight years. This year
he served on the Run/Walk commit-

tee and participated as the race director. UPS runners have joined
Coach Peyton annually.
"The Habitat Run/Walk gives the
team an opportunity to get out and
support the Tacoma conmiunity,"
said Peyton.
The Loggers ran in the Run/Walk
as a group pacing exercise. In the
women's 18-24, UPS runner Danita
Parkhurst finished first. Lane Seely,
a UPS Alumnus finished first in the
18-24 men's bracket followed by
current Loggers Micah Grigones,
Jon Westerman and Doug Ryden.
Logger Dave Davis took first in the
under- 17 division.
The UPS cross country team is
entering this season with plenty of
momentum from last year. The
women's team held onto a four-year
winning streak with another win in
the 1995 NAJA Championship meet,
while the men finished fourth, their
highest place ever. This year the
Loggers will compete in the NCIC
conference, thus moving up to
NCAA Division III.

A number of competetors from
last year's national qualifying teams
are returning for this year. The veterans on the women's teams are senior Kerry Cotter, junior Andrea
Boitano, junior My Nguyin, junior
Sarah Andrews and sophomore
Dana Murray. Returning men include senior Jon Westerman, senior
Greg Fox, junior Doug Ryden,
sophomore Doug Ryden and sophomore Quin Valenzuela. Freshman
and 1995 Oregon State Cross Country Champion Dave Davis is the top
newcomer for the Loggers.
Westerman, the men's captain, expressed enthusiasm about the upcoming season. "There's a lot of
potential on the team. We have reloaded pretty well from last year and
we also have some strong incoming
talent in the freshman class."
Two races are upcoming in the
cross county schedule: Sept. 21 at
Seattle's Lower Woodland Pk,
hosted by Seattle University, and
Oct. 5 at Seattle's Lincoln Park,
hosted by University of Washington.

Climbing wall becomes reality for eager students
• Student organization ascends to new heights in planning and funding of project
Micui RICE
Sports Editor
Through the tireless efforts of a
willing student organization, UPS
students are now able to scale the
mountains of the great indoors. The
Pamplin Sport Center climbing wall
has become a reality through the
energy, planning and funding by a
dedicated group of UPS students.
Open since Sept. 6th, the
University's first climbing wall allows students access to adventures
of ascent when they are unable to get
to the mountains. Located in the
Pamplin Sports Center, the 1,650
square foot climbing wall was constructed over last summer, transforming a racquetball court into a
versitile indoor obstacle.The challenges presented by the wall include
hundreds of possible routes, varying
degrees of difficulty, and angles up
to 60 degrees off of verticle.
Although an official climbing
class has yet to be organized, climbing clinics are projected for throughout the year. For a $15 fee, students
will have access to the climbing wall
and equipment, provided they pass
a test covering basic climbing skills
and safety awareness.
The student organization most responsible for making the climbing
wall a reality is the Adventure Education Hall located in Schiff Hall.
Two students highly influencial in

the planning and progression of the
climbing wall concept are graduate
student Tim Pierson and sophomore
Ryan Spence.
Spence devised the architechtural
plans for the wall last year and they
were professionally approved and
enacted over the summer. Spence
also constructed a number of the
climbing holds that decorate the
wall.
Pierson, residential director of the
Adventure Education Hall coordinated the planning within the hail
and gained permission along with
Spence to set their plans into action
last April.
This latest venture was not the
first time that the idea of a climbing
wall has been proposed. Over the
past 12 years, other student-organizations have submitted proposals for
the construction of a climbing wall,
but according to Pierson, this time
and environment was right for success.
"The time was right," said
Pierson. "There are so many outdoor influences around, such as Passages, outdoor oriented student clubs
and the surrounding area."
Pierson also emphasized that a
portion of the student interest is fueled by the growing reputation of
climbing as a aerobically and mentally healthy activity.
Another crucial element of the
climbing wall's creation was the tire-

GETTIIG HIGHER, Ryan Spence (right) and a friend scale the new climbing wall.
less efforts that went into the
project's funding. Besides accepting donations from such groups as
A.S.U.P.S., the Dean's Office, the
Health and Wellness Center and
Residential Programs, a large portion of the funding was raised
through the "Adopt-a-Hold"
fundraiser last spring, in which students could sponsor a climbing hold

to be placed on the wall.
Besides being an integral part of
planning crucial fundraisers and proposals for the climbing wall, the
Adventure Education Hall sponsors
several outdoor-oriented educational
activities throughout the year. The
Hall includes 80 residents who all
share an interest in the outdoors and
a planning commitee. This commit-

tee is responsible for planning outdoor expeditions and brings noteable
speakers to campus to share their
experiences or messages about the
outdoors.
"At the Adventure Education Hall,
we work to bridge the gap between
outdoor activities and the educational aspects that are a part of every one of them," said Pierson.

Overtime win over Lutes propels
mens soccer to early-season success
Sponslor's goal with 35 seconds remaining in overtime beats Lutes
SIERRA SPITZER

Staff Writer
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The men's soccer team is off to a
fantastic start in a promising new
season. With a record of 3-0, the
players are building confidence as
they prepare to face a slew of tough
NCIC opponents.
The Loggers downed Northwest
Nazarene 3-2 in last Thursday's
game. Andrew Smith scored the first
goal in the 36th minute of play. Joe
Campbell added a goal before halftime to make the score 2-0 in favor
of the Loggers.
In the second half, Chris Kennedy
scored off a penalty-kick for the
eventual goal as the Crusaders attempted a comeback that fell short
of the Logger's lead.
Sunday saw the Loggers enjoy a
2-1 overtime victory over the rival
Pacific Lutheran Lutes to begin their
conference play on a winning note.
Team captain Chris Kennedy said,
"This (victory over PLU) was a definite sign of progress. PLU has been
our rival for over 40 years. We
couldn't ask for a better start."

Kennedy, assisted by co-captain
Brian Sponslor, made the first goal
just two minutes into the game. The
Lutes tied the score later in the first
half and both teams went on to play
a second scoreless stanza.
Sponslor once again sealed the
Logger victory as he wrapped a shot
inside the far-post with just 35 seconds in overtime remaining. The
team manner is very optimistic ac-

cording to the players, but they know
they are in for some stiff competition with upcoming games against
Willamette and George Fox—two
conference favorites.
Sponslor commented that
Sunday's game was a real turning
point. "We really gelled as a group.
Playing Pacific University and
George Fox this weekend will be a
good test because they are currently

the top two teams in the conference."
Coach Reece Olney says that the
team goal this year is to make the
playoffs. To accomplish this, the
Loggers must fmish among the top
four teams in the conference.
The Loggers' next home game
will be Sept. 25 at 4:30 p.m. against
the University of Tampa, followed
by two consecutive home conference games later in the week.

STANDINGS
NCIC Mens Soccer
Overall

Fuget Sound
Wiliamette
Whitman
Whitorth
Linfield
George Fox
Pacific
Pacific Lutheran

L

NCIC Womens Soccer.

NCIC (3B

3-0

1-0

2-2
1-1-1
I "
I
::::1-2
N/A
N/A

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-U
0-i

Whitnian
Puget Sound
.5
.5
Linfield
Whitworth
.5
.5 1 Willamette
.5
George Pox
.5
Pacific
1
Pacific Lutheran
(through Sept. 16)
/

Overall
4-0
3M
2-0
5-I
22 3
N/A
N/A

NCIC 013
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
U

Class Colors Conundrum Continues
BY LATAWNYA ROBINSON

Staff Writer

The first year of college for many
people is a time of utter confusion.
During the course of the first few
weeks (when everyone is trying to
get adjusted to this new life of freedom and responsibility) a lot of important questions may arise. Questions like: How can I be a success in
college? What if I don't get along
with my roommate? Who do I go to
for advice now that my parents aren't
around? Along with these important
questions there loomed in the back
of my mind another equally valid
question. Now keep in mind that the
answer to this question was not going to make or break me during my
four year struggle as a college student; nevertheless the answer would
have taken some undue strain off my
already fragile state of mind.
This God awful question surely
must have occurred to many of my
fellow freshmen, because I know I
can't be the only one wondering with
such intensity. This question is:

What the heck are our school colors
anyway? In the bookstore, I buy a
green and gold pennant, yet it's surrounded by maroon and white ones.
At the Convocation ceremony I am
handed a maroon and white flag, and
yet soon I'm directed to have a seat
in the gym which is plastered in
green and yellow paint right down
to the bleachers!

?be iiivision into
acade,wic colors and
athletic colors
creates an is vs.
thelfi 'scenario."
According to President Pierces
assistant, Alan Smith, who knows
the story as to why there are two sets
of school colors, since the early
1900s the official school colors have
been maroon and white. However,
in the late 1960s, in an attempt to
better their image on the field, the
football team decided to switch from

the maroon and white uniforms to
the less intimidating and opponentfriendly green and gold ones. Supposedly the football coach at the time
felt that the maroon and white uniforms were too overbearing and decided to change them. Over time,
those colors caught on with other
athletic teams and were recognized
as the school's athletic colors.
This situation brings a couple
thoughts to mind. The first one is
"hasn't one of the main purposes of
football uniforms been to intimidate
the opponent in some way?" Certainly the point of the uniforms isn't
to make the opponent feel welcome
as the players bash-in every body
part possible. And the more important concern of mine is that these two
separate sets of colors form a division among the school and its programs. The division into academic
colors and athletic colors creates an
us vs. them' scenario. The school
should be unified as a whole and
these two separate sets of colors defeats that whole purpose. With this
situation you can't buy one item that

says, 'I support UPS' because in
most cases, if not all, it's either going to be maroon and white or green
and gold; so there's always an emphasis on one side. It's this situation
that I don't like. Thus far I am happy
with my college choice, and I would
love to buy decorations for my
room, family, etc. But every time I
do I feel somewhat cheated, because
its as if only one part of the school
is being represented.
if a university, school or any other
institution wants to promote pride
within its new members, it needs to
display that same attitude. But when
you have a definite division such as
in this case, it's hard to accomplish
that goal. I would like to see every
aspect of UPS represented under
one set of colors, if ever the time
comes when I'm so full of school
spirit that I feel that I must sporadically yell out my school colors or
paint them all over something, I
don't want to have to search deep
within myself and decide whether
or not I'm in the academic or sports
realm of UPS life.

\OCi
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Freshman freaks break
up students' monotony
BY JASON JAxrns

Opinions Editor

FA

So I was walking to my American Literature class last week, and
there were these two big fellas am•bling in front of me. I was trailing
five or ten feet behind the two, just
minding my own business, when a
gothic-looking student, complete
with nose rings, black dress and
black eye-shadow, strolled past us.
There was a momentary silence in
their deep-throated, manly conversation, then one of the guys said,
"Did you notice all the damn freaks
that go to our school this year?"...
An hour later, I'm walking behind
these two punk rockers, trailing back
a little, just minding my own business, when a guy with a fat mohawk
and a Misfits T-shirt strolls by. Another moment of silence and then
one of the punkers says to the other,
"Did you see all weirdos in the freshman class? It's pretty cool..."
Maybe this whole punk/goth thing
became a bloated, exploded trend

after I left high school and now all
high schoolers look pyschotic, I really don't know, what I do know is
that the mohawk content on this
campus increased 500% when these
kids showed up in August and that
it now seems nose rings are as common an attire as shoes and socks. I
know three people were actually
thrown out for moshing too hard
during the Racketeers performance
at Sp ank. I know that, because of this
year's frosh, the Student Store would
make a killing if they started selling
anarchy patches and home-piercing
kits. Things are getting a little different around here. These clowns are
going to be here for four years, and
nobody gets more normal as they
proceed through the first two or three
years of the college experience.
Is this wrong? Are these freaks
sullying the fine reputation of our expensive, white liberal university?
Nope. You could slap a mohawk
and a Crass tattoo on the skull of
every student at this school and it
wouldn't be more surprising or

shocking than the monotony of the
student body when I arrived here. Ai
the same time the school was boat
ing it's most racially diverse class, I
couldn't stop noticing that every student was white, wealthy and welldressed. This new crop of punkers
and freaks, along with the constant
and considerable rise of multi-racial
attendance at the university, will lend
serious credibility to calling this
campus diverse.
While I admit to being slightly
biased and mildly excited about the
prospects of so many weirdos
mainly because I might get actual
requests for punk rock on my punk
rock show, I think any break up of
the homogenous nature of our student body is a good thing. One
school can only have so many white
guys named Dave. If next years
Freshman class is dominated by aspiring Chinese jet pilots, I'll still be
happy in knowing that the
university's population has yet another varied walk of life with which
to welcome and display.
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UPS Graduate speaks out
for freedom of expression
An administration official deleted
the title of Geoffrey Bateman's senior Honors thesis from the Spring
Campus Day program because it
contained the word "lesbian" and it
was feared that this would frighten
conservative parents andfinanceers
who were visiting the university.
Bateman's Student Commencement
Address commented on this censorship and on the freedom of expression. The Trail felt his parting
thoughts as a UPS student needed
to be heard...
- Opinion Ed.

"Rooms of Our Own"
GEOFFREY BATEMAN

UPS Graduate
Thank you, Jeremy. And thank
you President Pierce, Trustees, faculty, friends, and family. Wow. Here
we are. Four years of intellectual
growth, artistic creation, athletic
achievement, political activism, and
many glorious sunshiny days in the
Northwest— at least that's what the
viewbook promised four years ago.
So, Mom and Dad, how's that
checkbook feeling now? Was it
worth the 80 thou?Do you think we
could ask for a refund?
Has our time here at UPS been
worth it? It may seem like an absurd question, but a fundamental
and important one nonetheless. After all, we've just experienced four
years of the "rigours" of a liberal
arts education; we've specialized in
one academic area, yet at the same
time exposed ourselves to many
exciting ideas in other disciplines.
We've particpated in athletics, volunteered our time for the Tacoma
community, and creatively expressed ourselves through music
and theater. In sum, we have transformed ourselves into creative individuals critically engaged with the
intellectual, political, and artistic
world around us. Okay, so I'd say
its been worth it.
But what constitutes the worth of
such an education? More specifically, how have our many pages of
essays, our classroom discussions,
our late night conversations over
beer and pizza—these, our most
personal and critical of expressionshow have they transformed us into
the intellectually engaged individuals that sit here today? WHAT
KINDS OF ROOMS HAVE WE
BUILT FOR OURSELVES? As
Virginia Woolf once wrote:
[A] woman must have money and
a room of her own if she is to write
fiction .... Intellectual freedom depends on material things. Poetry depends on intellectual freedom.
Although we are not all women,
poets, or ncesarily "great" writers, this passage applies in general
to all of us. As human beings, we

adopt politically progessive attitudes and work for socialjustice. In
this struggle, we are and will be key
players. More specifically, as educated individuals who have had a
brief tenure in the academic world,
we MUST support, encourage, demand, and fight for politically and
economically responsible academic
institutions that not only enthusiastically give us keys to our rooms,
but help us open the doors.
To open these doors for ourselves
and for others, we must draw on the
skills we have developed as thinkers, creators, and WRITERS - our
IMAGINATION plays a crucial
role in combating injustice. We
must think beyond the institutions
that currently exist, for they continue to perpetuate symbolic violence against all of us. Yet on some
level everyone here actively involves his or herself in them. As administrators, faculty, staff, and even
students, we are all complicit in the
morally unjust decisions made by
this and other such institutions.
When unidentified students deface
our residence halls with racist and
Anti-Semitic graffiti, when administration denies tenure to excellent,
revered feminist professors, when
..
white supremacist students veil
their bigotry through an appeal to
tolerance, or when the PR wizards
of our school delete academic titles
from official programs for fear of
offending conservative parents and
financeers— we have a responsibility to respond, to express our objections, and to present them publicly. if we do not, if we remain silent, we commit as grave an injustice as the original act. The choice
to do nothing is a choice, and often
one that leads to ignorance, apathy,
regretably, a recent incident has forever changed my language and and a perpetuation of intellectual
power as a gay activist-scholar on
and social injuries. If, as the AIDS
activists of the late 80's protested,
this campus:
A few weeks ago, an administra- SILENCE EQUALS DEATH! then
tor surprised me by deleting the title perhaps EXPRESSION EQUALS
of my senior Honors thesis (which LWE! We ought to strive to meet
had the word "lesbian" in it) from this goal in every stage of our lives
and promote the richness of indithe Spring Campus Day program.
Rude at best, discriminatory at vidual expression, especially in
worst, this prescribed silence vio- academia, but in any context that we
lated the academic freedom that we find ourselves. Thinking critically
as a community of scholars cherish.
is not enough; we must communiThankfully, those responsible have cate such thoughts and actively enmade satisfactory gestures of apol- courage all individuals, irrespective
ogy, but this incident still represents of race, gender, sexual orientation,
the harsh reality faced by many stu- age, physical characteristics ....to do
dents at our university and individu- the same.
als in our society who differ from
Such communication and public
mainstream notions of sexuality, discussion is what I wish to celethnicity, gender, racial
ebrate today as we leave this uniidentity .... How can we claim rooms
versity. In fact, at its best the Uni
of our own, if the powers that be versity of Puget Sound has taught
deny us keys to the door?
me to commemorate our successes
To borrow the words of Urvashi
as well as analyze our limitations.
Vaid, a national activist in the Gay To respect our differences and reand Lesbian movement of our coun- joice in our similarities. To present
try, to find solutions to these perva- to you, the graduating class of 1996
sive social inequalities, we must and my peers, a meaningful and
look deeply at how we structure our thoughtful reflection upon lansociety and push for, what she calls,
guage, power, and the responsibila socially responsible capitalism; ity of education. Thank you.

all use language. We all appreciate
(or ought to) the importance of intellectual freedom. And every one
of us here today depends upon this
freedom to think, create, and author
our own lives.
And how to express ourselves
and how we should continue to express ourselves strike me as important topics to discuss. Especially at
this vitally important moment of
transition in our lives. And equally
important, how have the institutions
that guides us received our writing?
What do our peers think about what
we say, how do faculty grade our
papers, to what extent does this
school administration (and other
such organizations in our future)
promote an unfettered critical engagement with the intellectual and
material world around us?
Although most of us would agree
that our experience here has been
overwhelmingly positive in this regard (professors have encouraged
us to pursue a diverse range of interests, the president has publicly
funded gay historians, and resident
assistants have embraced all walks
of life in the residence halls),

we iiiust look
deeply at bow we
structure our
society and push
Ior...a socially
responsible
capitillisIL"

ResNet delay affects students
The university's new online service, ResNet, is not
meeting its original expectalions. Due to a greater response in this service than expected and a shortage of
work-study students working
for the campus network office, many students have been
left waiting for their online
services to be activated. This
service offers e-mail and.

internet connection for students in the residence halls,
but a costly etherwave card
must first be purchased and
then installed. Participants are
also required to pay a $50 fee
each semester for the service,
but many students, despite
their patience and payment,
are having recurring and unattended tecFmical problems
with their computers.

Attention!
Opinions Wanted
BY JASON JAKAITIS

Opinions Editor
Great. Right when I take over the
opinions page, all the flaming idiots move on to greener pastures.
Terrific. No more white supremacy
groups, no more power-hungry
school politicians looking to eradicate The Puget Sound Trail, no old
farts with long names donating millions of dollars to have buildings
named after them. And what am I
left with? Somebody's cutting down
a tree (stop the presses. yawn.).
So here I am, mounting my pedestal, making my stand, pleading to
the sprawling hordes of faceless
freshman, beckoning to the regiments of subdued and gun-shy upperclassmen.
"Speak up, dammit! Let's have
some anarchy or something!"
For God's sake, last year someone wrote The Trail from Madrid,
Spain to comment on our "reputation of smut and degradation." The
least you could do is slip me a note
under my door ripping on the sad
state of the school's pesto bagels.
I know you people have opinions.
I hear you rip into your teachers,
your dorms, the food, The Trail. Everyone at this school minors in
bitching. Hey! You've completed
your core requirements, it's time for
the big Honors Thesis. Get pissed

and write me a letter, or a note, or
an e-mail, orjust come into the Trail
office and whine for a little.
I personally think Pennywise's
Bro Hymn should replace the
school's alma mater and that the
color post is the lamest emblem of
school unity and tradition in the Pacific Northwest. I don't want to pay
$176 for a school sweatshirt to send
to my mother for her birthday. I love
every last person who works in Student Accounts. Everybody has opinions, I just want you to share yours
with me.
Don't get me wrong, they don't
have to be silly or superficial opinions (like James Conover's), I don't
want the cornerstone of my Opinion pages to be compromised of bagel commentaries and bitter letters
about your 0-chem professor. At the
same time that I am writing this, we
are threatening to bomb the shit out
of Iraq, AIDS is running rampant
through our streets, and racism is
alive in the hearts of children (and
students at this school). if you feel
like taking on these problems, then
power to you, I'll run your letter and
we'll do some good on this earth.
But basically, I want you to give
a damn about what the hell is going
on around you. People are ripping
you off and treating you like shit
and, for the most part, you sheep just
don't seem to care.

Sights set on successful year
MARC Jos
Editor-in-Chief

The scandalous, bizarre and tantalizing are all adjectives that could
describe future stories of The Puget
Sound Trail.

Okay, so it is a little difficult to
use these terms to describe campus
events. However, The Trail staff
will do its best to describe the events
on campus with such dramatic verve.
This doesn't mean our journalistic
style will become similar to The Star
or The Enquirer. It would be fun to
make up stories about intoxicated
ASUPS officials breaking into
cheerleaders' residence halls. This
type of creative writing would be fun
and it would increase readership, but
such libelous twists have no place
in this paper (possibly subtextually,
but never so blatantly obvious).
These unlikely events and other creative discussions of two-headed babies and alien abductions will be
saved for the Combat Zone. The rest
of the paper will be a showcase for
the hard and honest work of the students of the university.
One important fact about the paper is that it is student-run. It is
amazing how a group of full time
students can come together and take
the time to create such a unique collection of different perspectives.
Another interesting element is that
everyone can be a part of the paper.
No matter what your major or what
your expertise we can always use
extra help. Just come to our open
meetings every Thursday at 7:00
p.m. and sign up for a story, submit
some art work or simply bring story
ideas. If you don't have time to
come to the general meeting, just
drop by during the first three days
and I am sure I can find something
for you to do. If you just want to
comment on the good and the bad
(preferably the good) portions of
The Trail, drop your views off by
Monday at 12:00p.m. in the Letters

Staff Writer

Editor-in-Chief

Marc Jones

to the Editor folder outside the office door. Make sure your typed letters include your printed name,
phone number and signature.
These first few weeks have been
very busy for the returning staff and
myself. This paper is the product of
dedication and hard work. Without
such a devoted staff the paper would
never go to press. I especially want
to thank the Managing Editor, Scott
Schoeggl, for all the extra time and
hard work he has put forth. Choosing new staff members and coming
up with new designs is very exciting, yet time consuming. I am
pleased to say that this year's staff
is talented and energetic—ready for
the challenge of producing a weekly

newspaper.
This year we are making a number of changes to the paper. Most of
these alterations are simply cosmetic. For example, the name of the
paper is being changed back to the
classic version, The Pu get Sound
Trail. The staff and I don't mind if
you still call it The Trail for short.
It's not like I still don't call the SUB
(Wheelock Student Center) the
SUB. We just felt the masthead,on
the front page, deserved the classic
name and look. We are also playing
around with new fonts, graphics and
section head designs Bare with us
as we complete these layout designs
and other computer necessitated
changes. Also, if certain budget talks

work out, we hope to add some new
computer equipment. This transition
to new equipment will have some
short-run cost in quality, but there
will be definite long-term gains once
it is up and running.
Overall, I just want to urge new
readers of The Trail to make reading this publication a habit. Also, I
hope the loyal readers keep up their
strange addiction. As editor-inchief, one of my job requirements is

Managing Editor

Scott Schoeggi
News Editor

Shalen Fairbanks
A&E Editor

Keith Thrausky
Features Editor

Jennifer Caidwell
Sports Editor

Micah Rice
Opinions Editor

to "promote The Puget Sound Trail

Jason Jakaitis

shamelessly," I hope that all of you
will do the same. Finally, I look forward to working with the many
members of the campus community— with sights set on a successful year.

Combat Zone Editor

Ted Spas
Layout Editor

Kim Haddix
Assistant Layout Editor

Phaedra Allen

The Trail Addresses the Issues: Atari Games

Assistant Layout Editor

Jhke Atari. So should you. Read lecture you for ten minutes. I don't cents. 50 CENTS! Games are
my Atari article,
find sitting there listening to some about the same price. If you break
Any normal child during the dude who reads In a monotone too your controller from slamming it
early 1980s had some sort of video cool,
on the ground in frustration from
game system. One of the ones I had
What you do find on Ataris that playing me, you can go buy anWdS an Atari 2600. By today's stan- no game systems have anymore are other for a buck. When my brother
dards its graphics are unbelievably difficulty switches. Say someone and I stopped buying new games,
primitive. The sounds are even that sucks at Atari (you) plays they were reaching prices as high
worse, as they are nothing more against a devastating Atari grand as 70 dollars. What the hell is that?
than a small number of differently master like myself. No, don't even And game systems for S250? It's
pitched beeps. But ya know what? tell mc you kick ass at Combat or a rip. I Just bought 25 new games
It kicked ass on most of the crap W riords or whatever, I w 11 p 't a for my Atari and I didn t spend
theypiit out nowadays. Lenime tell whupping on your ass Anyway. jack. Fun games. Games that are
ya why.
-- based on skill and reflexes and not
First of all, you won't find any
on your ability to watch digitized
speech coming out of an Atari
footage.
2600. Many new games feature a
There you have it. Atari i the
great deal of talkint now that they
best. It's better than the rest. To
have the memory capabilities to do
fmd out more about Atari or meet
so. It sucks u big fatty I can't take
other Atari players, look for the
ure, it was coot at tJ
r dif- pus in the near fttture, which, inlost its charm and now it annoys ficulty to easy and get
ass cIdentally, I will be hosting at my
the hell out of me. N4any new
New house. I entered a tournament this
games I've played recently have
even
Lbout summer, and they are iocds of fun
featured countless minutes of
they even for people like yourself that
speech, yet seriously lack fj. Atari care about is it
with aren't as good as me. Take the adgames, while technologically half hour long
Im vice of a lifelong video game adleeble, were FUN! And besides, a not impressed.
dict— toss out your sissy CD
video game should go BEEP!
The best thin
Atansi'
BLEEP! BEEEFP.FEP! ind not price. My brot
his fot

Assistant Layout Editor

American air strikes in Iraq are necessary
MIcw&iL FARMER

The Puget Sound Traill

old dictatorships. It is a fact that
those in charge of these countries
understand only one thing: force.
Well, since we are the last super-

It has been said that the study of
international relations is the study of
power and peace, the former being
used to accomplish the latter. When
this maxim is applied to the Gulf it
quickly becomes apparent what
must be done to Hussein and his
country in order to maintain a peace
there, or anywhere else in the world.
Force necessary in order to maintain peace? Lets examine the facts.
As Americans, we find ourselves
engaged at various points around the
world in treaties and alliances with
countries that we feel are vital to our
global aims and strategies. Many of ,ower, and have the worlds only
our opponents in this game are third three ocean navy, we have force
world nations with hard line govern- a'plenty. Unfortunately, we are
ments, whether Communist, or plain afraid, or unwilling, to use it, and

iatiulaffl IlusseilL..
invade,laiiother
country, torturteLlits
citizenry, anti
atteinptetlto take
control of the work/s
best oil reserves."

these dictators and cold war dinotowards the people enforcing the no
saurs know it.
fly zone, and those performing UN
The one man who knows this bet- mandated surface checks on chemiter than anyone is Saddam Hussein. cal weapons facilities.
This man invaded another country,
It is perfectly obvious that
tortured its citizenry, and attempted Hussein does not care about the
to take control of the worlds best oil sanctions imposed on his country, or
reserves. He launched ballistic mis- continued verbal threats. The only
siles at several of his neighboring times he reacts at all are when we
countries, and followed none of the use a little muscle to prove our
rules laid down in international law. points. Let this be a lesson to use in
All of this considered, it seems odd our dealings with similar rogue nathat the man is still in power, and tions across the globe. They have so
that he has managed to rebuild most little already that economic sancof his army. He knows exactly how tions have little affect. They are bullimited American force is, and ex- lies, however, and bullies understand
actly where the line is.
force, and its application. America
Therefore, continued American is the nation that needs to step for cruise missile and air strikes on mili- ward and apply that force. That is
tary targets in Iraq are necessary in what all men like Saddam Hussein
order to prove to him that we will understand, and that is all he will retolerate no hostile actions on his part spect.
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is
published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinwns and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are the
opinion ofthe majority of the core
staff. Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have
a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Mondays at noon.

Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

The Puget Sound Trail,
University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner,
Tacoma,WA 98416.
internet: TL.AlL@ups.edu
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Rap
Metal
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call 756-3267 with your requests

Friday & Saturday: 7 & 9:30
Sunday: 6 & 8:30
Admission is $1 with ID

Questions
about what's
happening on
campus? Dial
x3316 for the
"What's UPS" line.

Rainbow of styles explodes at ASUPS
RIFF RANDALL

Staff Rock n Roller

In a daring fashion move,
the UPS administration has
announced that the
University will be changing
its official school colors for
the 1996-1997 scholastic
year. Much debate has
centered around the "official
color" problem. For years,
administrators and students
alike have pondered whether
to use the Sports Colors
(green and gold), the
Scholastic Colors (magenta

and white) or the Corporate
Colors (a delightful plaid).
After a forty-five hour
marathon meeting involving
various legal, over-thecounter wake-up drugs and
extensive name-calling,
ASUPS passed a Solomonlike compromise. It was
decided that each department
in the school could wear its
own colors, thus eliminating
the need for an actual
decision completely.
When asked about the
controversial decision,
ASUPS super colossal

bigwig Garvin Dillinger
said, "We think it's a bold
leap forward. The old color
scheme represented a
university mired in an
obsolete view of the world.
We feel that our decision
reflects a tremendous
commitment to diversity and
a keen understanding of
current fashion. We've
already started planning our
new Senator's outfits. We're
thinking about some pastels:
maybe a nice sky blue. It'll
be just dreamy."
Some professors have

expressed concern that the
new Diverse Color Initiative
(DCI) may have an adverse
effect on campus unity.
Sociology Professor David
St. Hubbins said, "It's a
terrible decision. The lack of
recognized school colors has
already splintered the student
body, turning several
departments against each
other. Just yesterday I saw a
mob of business majors
beating a philosophy student
about the head with his copy
of the collected works of
Nietzsche. It was a hardback!

They had to rush that poor
intellectual to the emergency
room. This color thing has
got to stop."
Despite such criticism,
ASUPS intends to stand by
its decision and has declared
this year "The Year of the
Chromatically-AdvantagedFashion-Conscious-PugetSound-American". Many
color-oriented events have
been planned for the coming
year, from naked paint
wrestling to inspirational
speeches by Fred "Mr."
Rogers.

Gang war kills everybody
the Plant Department,
"We're just trying to get
witnessed one of the inter- some respect. Life dealt us a
Staff Crime Expert
gang conflicts. "I was crappy hand, and we're just
From hither to dither, the making sure all the trying to make our way in the
hills echo with the frightened sprinklers were on and the world. All these other gangs
cries of suburban white kids. ground was nice and soupy. think they're better than we
"War," they cry, "War1. War! All of a sudden, I heard a are, so we gotta rough 'em
WAR!"
horrible ruckus. It was them up so they'll respect our
GANG war. A rash of damn gang kids again, all colors. Our colors are Gold
gang-related violence has finger snappin' and cigarette and Mauve, and we think
plagued our once-sleepy smokin'. They was a-havin' they're pretty dumed keen.
community in the past few a rumble over by the A- Look, ASUPS voted on it,
days. Mobs of heavily-armed frames. They kept swinging airight? So it deserves some
students have been engaging their switchblades and respect. What, you don't
in "turf wars" with other pushing each other around. respect our colors? We'll
students from rival Then they'd do some pretty hafta ROUGH YOU UP. Just
departments.
spectacular leaps, and do a cos we're a bunch of music
The main conflict seems to verse or two from a popular majors doesn't mean we
be between the English broadway show tune. When don't know how to throw
department and the Physical they finally left, the grass down," said Williams. At
Therapy department. Two was all trampled down. I'm that point, The Adeiphians
gangs, calling themselves disgusted. Why can't subjected our interviewer to
"The Shakespeares" and security do something about a brutal medley of Rogers
"The Chiropractors" have these accursed hooligans? and Hammerstein favorites.
Rumor has it that the
recently been engaging in They're a blight upon the
very brutal "rumbles" over land."
reclusive El Presidente has
We here at the Trail are formed a gang known as
ASUPS funding and control
of the campus crack house. pleased to bring you actual "The Administrators." Our
Gangs representing other quotes from one of these sources inform us that this
departments have been nauseating ruffians. In a new gang intends to annex
forming alliances with the journalistic coup certain to Cuba.
two "parent" gangs, so that net us a Pulitzer, we Clearly, these brigands must
almost every corner of the managed to contact one be stopped. We at the Trail
university is touched by the Robbie Williams, leader of recommend ritual sacrifice.
violence.
"The Adelphians," a musical
But hey, at least they aren't
drinking.
Johann "Snuffy" Smith, of theme gang of some sort.
B. REEL

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been se ':tf from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to an person, place, or cartoon hillbilly without
satirical
StriCllV coincidental—so brick off.

The I'ugei Sound TraiI—A salad bowl full of cocaine.

